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Indirect reciprocity provides only a narrow margin of
efficiency for costly punishment
Hisashi Ohtsuki1,2, Yoh Iwasa3 & Martin A. Nowak4

Indirect reciprocity1–5 is a key mechanism for the evolution of
human cooperation. Our behaviour towards other people depends
not only on what they have done to us but also on what they have
done to others. Indirect reciprocity works through reputation5–17.
The standard model of indirect reciprocity offers a binary choice:
people can either cooperate or defect. Cooperation implies a cost
for the donor and a benefit for the recipient. Defection has no cost
and yields no benefit. Currently there is considerable interest in
studying the effect of costly (or altruistic) punishment on human
behaviour18–25. Punishment implies a cost for the punished person.
Costly punishment means that the punisher also pays a cost. It has
been suggested that costly punishment between individuals can
promote cooperation. Here we study the role of costly punishment
in an explicit model of indirect reciprocity. We analyse all social
norms, which depend on the action of the donor and the reputation
of the recipient. We allow errors in assigning reputation and study
gossip as a mechanism for establishing coherence. We characterize
all strategies that allow the evolutionary stability of cooperation.
Some of those strategies use costly punishment; others do not. We
find that punishment strategies typically reduce the average payoff
of the population. Consequently, there is only a small parameter
region where costly punishment leads to an efficient equilibrium. In
most cases the population does better by not using costly punish-
ment. The efficient strategy for indirect reciprocity is to withhold
help for defectors rather than punishing them.

Human societies are organized around cooperative interactions.
But why would natural selection equip selfish individuals with altru-
istic tendencies? This question has fascinated evolutionary biologists
for decades. One answer is given in terms of direct reciprocity26–29.
There are repeated encounters between the same two individuals: I
help you, and you help me. More recently, indirect reciprocity has
emerged as a more general model: I help you, and somebody helps
me. Indirect reciprocity is based on reputation5. People monitor the
social interactions within their group. Helping others establishes the
reputation of being a helpful individual. Natural selection can favour
strategies that help those who have helped others5–17. The conse-
quences for widespread cooperation are enormous. Direct recipro-
city is like an economy based on the exchange of goods, whereas
indirect reciprocity resembles the invention of money. The money
that feeds the engines of indirect reciprocity is reputation. For direct
reciprocity, my strategy depends on what you have done to me; for
indirect reciprocity, my strategy also depends on what you have done
to others. Direct and indirect reciprocity are mechanisms for the
evolution of cooperation30.

Punishment refers to an action that implies a cost for the punished
person. Costly punishment means that the punisher also pays a cost
for exercising punishment. In certain experimental situations costly
punishment has been called ‘altruistic punishment’, because the

punishers cannot expect any material gain from their action20,21. In
reality, however, most punishment actions among humans are assoc-
iated with the expectation of a delayed material gain; they are there-
fore not altruistic.

The suggested idea for the evolution of cooperation is that people
might be more willing to cooperate under the threat of punishment.
However, we note that costly punishment is not a separate mechanism
for the evolution of cooperation but a form of direct or indirect
reciprocity. If I punish you because you have defected with me, then
I use direct reciprocity. If I punish you because you have defected with
others, then indirect reciprocity is at work. In the setting of direct
reciprocity, punishment is a form of retaliation25. For indirect reci-
procity, punishment works through reputation and also includes
third-party actions, which means that observers of an interaction
are willing to punish defectors at a cost to themselves21. Therefore,
any discussion of the evolution of costly punishment brings us imme-
diately into the framework of direct or indirect reciprocity.

In general, the reputation score could be a continuous variable5,
but here we consider a simple model with binary reputation. People
have either a good reputation (G) or a bad reputation (B). At times,
two random players are chosen from the population, one in the role
of donor, the other in the role of recipient. The donor can either
cooperate (C), defect (D) or punish (P). Cooperation means the
donor pays a cost c, and the recipient gets a benefit b. Punishment
implies that the donor pays a cost a and the recipient incurs a cost b.
For defection there is no cost and no benefit.

The interaction between the donor and the recipient is observed by
the other members of the population (Fig. 1). The reputation of the
donor is updated according to a social norm. First-order assessment
depends only on the action of the donor; for example, cooperation
leads to a good reputation, whereas defection leads to a bad repu-
tation. Second-order assessment12,13 depends both on the action of the
donor and the reputation of the recipient: for example, it could be
deemed ‘good’ to cooperate with a good recipient but ‘bad’ to coop-
erate with a bad recipient. Here we study social norms that use second-
order assessment. The donor has three possible moves (C, D or P) and
the recipient has one of two reputations (G or B). There are therefore
six combinations and 26 5 64 social norms with second-order assess-
ment. All detailed calculations are shown in the Supplementary
Information.

Any interaction leads to either a good or a bad reputation for the
donor. We assume that this process of reputation updating is subject
to errors. There may be wrong observations or the spread of false
rumours. With probability m an incorrect reputation is assigned and
adopted by all. In the simplest model, everyone has the same opinion
of everyone else. There are no private lists of reputation. Triggering a
wrong reputation affects everyone equally. The parameter q 5 1 2 2m
quantifies the ability of the population to distinguish between good
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and bad. We call q the ‘social resolution’. If m 5 1/2 then reputation is
assigned at random, and there is no ability to distinguish between
good and bad (q 5 0).

Games of indirect reciprocity contain social norms and action
rules. The action rule specifies for the donor whether to cooperate,
defect or punish a recipient who is either good or bad. For example,
the action rule CD prescribes cooperation with a good recipient and
defection with a bad recipient; this rule does not use costly punish-
ment. In contrast, the action rule CP prescribes cooperation with
good recipients and punishment of bad recipients. The action rules
CC, DD and PP encode, respectively, unconditional cooperation,
defection and punishment. In total, there are nine possible action
rules.

For each of the 64 social norms we study the competition of all nine
action rules. We assume that everyone in the population has the same
social norm, and we evaluate whether this norm allows the evolu-
tionary stability of action rules that specify cooperation with good
recipients. There are only two candidates for such action rules, CD
and CP, because CC is not stable against invasion by defectors (DD).
Figure 2 shows all social norms that allow the evolution of coopera-
tion. The action rule DD is evolutionarily stable for any social norm.

Social norms that stabilize the CD action rule have the following
properties: (1) cooperation with a good recipient leads to a good
reputation; (2) defection against a good recipient leads to a bad
reputation; and (3) defection against a bad recipient leads to a good
reputation. The three remaining positions in the norm can be either
G or B. If the cost of cooperation is greater than the cost of punish-
ment (c . a), then punishing a good recipient must lead to a bad
reputation; otherwise a donor can keep a good reputation by using
the cheaper punishment option instead of the more expensive
cooperation move.

Social norms that stabilize the CP action rule have the following
properties: first, cooperation with a good recipient leads to a good

reputation; second, defection always leads to a bad reputation; and
third, punishing a bad recipient leads to a good reputation.

CD action rules are evolutionarily stable, if the social resolution
exceeds the cost-to-benefit ratio (q . c/b). In contrast, CP action
rules are evolutionarily stable if q . max{c,a}/(b 1 b). Note that
costly punishment can stabilize cooperation even if q , c/b. Thus,
costly punishment can in principle extend the stability range of
cooperation. DD action rules are always evolutionarily stable.

We have performed computer simulations in heterogeneous
populations of finite size to test the validity of our analytical calcula-
tions. We find that the CD and CP action rules are stable against
invasion by other action rules under the appropriate social norms
and given the right parameter region. In the simplest simulations
everyone has the same information about the reputation of others.
In the extended simulations we drop this assumption. Now there are
individual errors in assigning reputation. Consequently everyone has
a private list of the reputation of others. These errors can destroy
indirect reciprocity unless there is a mechanism for re-establishing
coherence. Gossip is such a mechanism. We assume that individuals
talk to each other and sample each other’s opinions (as in a ‘voter
model’). If there are enough communication events, then we observe
the evolutionary stability of our strategies as predicted. We have also
studied errors resulting in execution of the wrong action (‘trembling
hand’) or recalling an incorrect reputation (‘fuzzy mind’). Our
results are robust as long as these errors are not too frequent. All
simulations are described in the Supplementary Information.

For some parameter regions, multiple action rules are evolutiona-
rily stable. We therefore ask the following question: for all possible
parameter regions, which of the three action rules CD, CP and DD are
stable, and which one is the most efficient in the sense of leading to
the highest average payoff at equilibrium? We obtain the following
answer. (1) If q . c/b, then CD is most efficient. (2) If
c/b . q . c/(b 1 b) then CP is stable and more efficient than DD, if
the following two conditions hold:
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Figure 1 | Indirect reciprocity with costly punishment. The donor chooses
one of three actions: cooperate, defect or punish. The recipient has a binary
reputation, which is either ‘good’ or ‘bad’. The donor’s choice depends on
the recipient’s reputation. The donor’s action is observed by other members
of the population, who update the donor’s reputation according to a social
norm, which is shared by all. The donor is assigned an incorrect reputation
with probability m. The ‘social resolution’, q 5 1 2 2m, is a key parameter of
indirect reciprocity: it defines the ability to distinguish between good and
bad.
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Figure 2 | Social norms of cooperation. We have determined all social
norms that allow the evolutionary stability of action rules prescribing
cooperation with good recipients. There are two such action rules, CD and
CP. The former ‘punishes’ bad recipients by defection (D); the latter uses
costly punishment (P). In a the cost of cooperation exceeds the cost of
punishment; in b the cost of cooperation is less than the cost of punishment.
There is an intuitive summary of all successful social norms: following the
action rule maintains a good reputation; deviating from it can lead to a good
or bad reputation; a deviation that is less costly than the prescribed action
must lead to a bad reputation. An asterisk denotes G or B. The detailed
parameter requirements for evolutionary stability are given in the text and in
the Supplementary Information.
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Otherwise DD is more efficient than CP. If b , c, then DD is always
more efficient than CP. (3) If c/(b 1 b) . q, then only DD is evolu-
tionarily stable.

Thus, if the accuracy of assigning the correct reputation, q, is too
low, then only DD is efficient. If q is sufficiently large, then CD is
efficient. For intermediate values of q there can be a small window
where CP is efficient. However, the existence of this parameter region
depends on whether the key parameters b, c, a and b fulfil the con-
straints given by equation (1). Let us consider a numerical example. If
b 5 2, c 5 1, a 5 1/2 and b 5 2, then CD is efficient for q . 1/2,
whereas CP is efficient for 1/2 . q . 3/7 and DD is efficient for
3/7 . q. If we increase the effect of punishment to b 5 5/2 (or larger),
there is no region left where CP is efficient. Intuitively, if CD is
evolutionarily stable, it is always the most efficient equilibrium. If
it is not stable, the remaining parameter region where CP is stable and
more efficient than DD is very small or non-existent. Figure 3 illus-
trates the narrow margin of efficiency of costly punishment.

These considerations of efficiency do not imply that all populations
will evolve towards punishment-free action rules. It is possible that a
population is stuck at an inefficient equilibrium for a long time. A
model with contingent movement allows us to study the competition

of different social norms. We examine a simple model in which two
groups have two different social norms. One norm stabilizes CD,
whereas the other norm stabilizes CP. People interact only within their
own group, but sometimes they compare their payoff with individuals
from the other group. People might move to the other group and
adopt its social norm if they find that its members have a higher payoff.
We observe rapid selection of the efficient equilibrium (see
Supplementary Information).

In an experimental study, the observers of a Prisoner’s Dilemma
game between two other people sometimes punish defectors at a cost
to themselves21. This behaviour is a form of indirect reciprocity. In
another experiment23, a public goods game is followed by one round
of punishment and then by one round of cooperation or defection.
This setup is not directly comparable with our model, but the obser-
vation is that adding the third round reduces the amount of punish-
ment that is being used in the second round. This particular finding is
in agreement with our result: other possibilities of indirect recipro-
city reduce the amount of costly punishment. In the context of our
theory it would be important to extend both experiments to permit
reputation-building over multiple rounds of interaction and a choice
between cooperation, defection and costly punishment in every
round. We predict that such an experiment will show that costly
punishment is an inefficient behaviour for most parameter regions.

We have studied the effect of costly punishment in an explicit
model of indirect reciprocity. We have analysed all social norms that
use binary reputation and second-order assessment. We find that
both CD and CP action rules can stabilize cooperation. These rules
reward good recipients with cooperation and ‘punish’ bad ones with
either defection (CD) or costly punishment (CP). If both CD and CP
action rules are evolutionarily stable, the use of costly punishment
leads to a lower equilibrium payoff and is therefore inefficient. It is
even possible that costly punishment yields a lower payoff than all-
out defection (DD). Costly punishment maximizes the group average
payoff for only a very limited parameter region. This narrow margin
of efficiency requires fine-tuning of the key parameters. If the social
resolution exceeds the cost to benefit ratio (q . c/b), CD rules are
always more efficient than CP rules. The evolution of improved
mechanisms of indirect reciprocity therefore leads to societies in
which costly punishment between individuals is not an efficient
behaviour for promoting cooperation.

METHODS SUMMARY

An action rule s is formulated as a mapping from {G, B} (the recipient’s repu-

tation) to {C, D, P} (the prescribed action). A social norm n is a mapping from

the product of {C, D, P} (the donor’s action) and {G, B} (the recipient’s repu-

tation) to {G, B} (the donor’s new reputation). We search for the combination of

an action rule s and a social norm n that satisfies the following two properties:

first, the monomorphic population in which all players adopt s and n achieves

full cooperation in the absence of errors; and second, the action rule s is evolu-

tionarily stable under the social norm n. We check these two criteria for each of

all 9 3 64 5 576 possible combinations of action rule and social norm (s, n).

From the first criterion, action rule s must use cooperation (C). Because of the

symmetry in the binary labels G and B we can assume without loss of generality

that the action rule prescribes cooperation to good recipients; that is, s(G) 5 C.

To study the evolutionary stability of the action rule s, we use dynamic optimiz-

ation. We assume that the social norm is n and that all players except the focal

player adopt action rule s. Under this assumption we calculate the best-response
action rule s* of the focal player. If s* exists uniquely and matches s, then s is

evolutionarily stable under n. Coexistence of different action rules10 is not within

the scope of our analysis. See the Supplementary Information for further details.
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Supplementary Methods

1 The basic model

Consider an infinitely large population. At each small time interval, ∆t, a fraction 2∆t of players

is randomly sampled from the population to form pairs in order to participate in an evolutionary

game. In each pair, one player acts as a donor and the other player as a recipient. The donor has

three behavioral choices: cooperation (C), defection (D), and punishment (P). Cooperation involves

a cost, c, for the donor and a benefit, b, for the recipient. Defection has no cost and yields no benefit.

Punishment has cost, α, for the donor and cost, β, for the recipient.

Each individual is endowed with a binary reputation, which is either good (G) or bad (B). In

the analytical model, everyone agrees on the reputation of an individual. No private opinions are

allowed, but errors in assigning reputation are possible. The donor can base his decision on the

recipient’s reputation. After each interaction, the reputation of the donor is updated according to

the ‘social norm’ of the population, while the reputation of the recipient remains the same. Then

each participant (= donor and recipient) goes back to the population with probability ω (0 < ω < 1),

or leaves the population with probability (1 − ω) never to return. The parameter ω plays a role of

a discounting factor of the future. In exchange for each player who leaves the population, a new
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individual enters with either a good or bad reputation according to the proportion of good and bad

players in the current population. Hence, the total population size remains constant.

1.1 Action rules

A donor can base his action on the recipient’s reputation. Each player has an ‘action rule’, s, which

depends on the recipient’s reputation. A player with an action rule, s, takes the action s(G) toward

a good recipient, and the action s(B) toward a bad one. Each of s(G) and s(B) can be either C, D,

or P. There are 32 = 9 possible action rules: s(G)s(B) = CC, CD, CP, DC, DD, DP, PC, PD, and

PP.

1.2 Social norms

A social norm, n, is used for updating the reputations of players. We assume that all players in the

population share the same norm. A donor who has taken the action X (X = C, D, P) toward a

recipient whose reputation is J (J = G, B), is assigned the new reputation n(J, X) (= G or B) by

the social norm n. There are 23×2 = 64 possible social norms. Social norms of this type are based

on ‘second-order assessment’12,13: they depend on (i) the action of the donor and (ii) the reputation

of the recipient.

1.3 Social resolution

After every interaction, the donor’s reputation is updated by all members of the population. We

assume that this process is susceptible to errors. With probability µ, where 0 < µ < 1/2, an incorrect

reputation is assigned. With probability 1 − µ the correct reputation is assigned. All individuals

come to the same conclusion; there are no private lists of reputation.

The social resolution is given by q = 1− 2µ. This parameter quantifies the ability to distinguish

between good and bad. Denoted by xG and xB are the fraction of people who would have a good

and bad reputation in the absence of errors. Denote by xg and xb are the perceived fraction of good

and bad people in the presence of errors. Clearly, xG + xB = 1 and xg + xb = 1. We have

xg = (1 − µ)xG + µxB and xb = µxG + (1 − µ)xB. (1)

2
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From eq.(1) we obtain xg − xb = q(xG − xB). Therefore, the perceived difference between good and

bad, xg − xb, is given by the actual difference, xG − xB, times q. Thus, q can be interpreted as the

social resolution between good and bad. If q = 1 the social resolution is perfect. If q = 0 there is no

distinction between good and bad.

2 A search for cooperative ESS

We want to find action rules that are evolutionarily stable strategies (ESS) under a given social norm.

Coexistence of action rules10 is not within the scope of our analysis. An action rule is an ESS if and

only if it can resist invasion by any of the other 8 action rules (see Supplementary Figure 1). More

formally speaking, we will search for the combination of an action rule and a social norm, (s, n), that

satisfies the following two criteria.

Cooperativity (CO) : more than a fraction 1 − µ of all game interactions are cooperative.

Evolutionary stability (ES) : under the social norm n, the action rule s is evolutionarily stable

against any other action rule s′ 6= s.

2.1 Cooperativity

Consider a monomorphic population that adopts (s, n). For notational convenience, let us define δG

and δB as

δG =

{
1 if n(G, s(G)) = G

0 if n(G, s(G)) = B
and δB =

{
1 if n(B, s(B)) = G

0 if n(B, s(B)) = B
. (2)

Namely, δG(δB) equals one if a player using action rule s gains a good reputation after interacting

with a good(bad) recipient. Otherwise it is zero.

Let us first derive a differential equation describing the fraction of good players in the population.

We denote the fraction of good players by g. Taking errors into account, we obtain

dg

dt
= ω

[
g
{
(1 − µ)δG + µ(1 − δG)

}
+ (1 − g)

{
(1 − µ)δB + µ(1 − δB)

}
− g

]
= ω

[
(1 − 2µ)

{
gδG + (1 − g)δB

}
+ µ − g

]
. (3)
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Supplementary Figure 1
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Supplementary Figure 1: Action rules and social norms. The action rule specifies for the donor
to cooperate, C, defect, D, or punish, P against a recipient, whose reputation is either good, G, or
bad B. The social norm is used to update the donor’s reputation taking into account (i) the donor’s
action and (ii) the recipient’s reputation. Each social norm specifies which reputation to assign for all
6 possible scenarios. This leads to 26 = 64 social norms. For each of the 64 social norms we search for
evolutionarily stable action rules that are cooperative. The DD action rule is always evolutionarily
stable. For some norms, either the CD or the CP action rule is also stable. Here we show two social
norms. One of them allows the evolutionary stability of CD, the other one of CP.
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We assume that the fraction, g, is at the equilibrium. From eq.(3), the abundance of good players

at the equilibrium, g∗, is calculated as

g∗ =


1 − µ if (δG, δB) = (1, 1)

1/2 if (δG, δB) = (1, 0), (0, 1)

µ if (δG, δB) = (0, 0)

. (4)

We show if g∗ = 1/2 then the CO and ES criteria cannot be satisfied at the same time. For that

purpose, imagine g∗ = 1/2 holds. A player meets a good recipient with probability one-half and

meets a bad one with probability one-half. To achieve the CO criterion, the action rule, s, must

prescribe cooperation with both types of recipients, i.e. s(G) = s(B) = C. However this implies that

the action rule s is CC (= always cooperate), which is obviously susceptible to the invasion by DD

action rule (=always defect). Thus the ES criterion is not satisfied.

Since the CO criterion must be satisfied, two possibilities remain: (i) ‘(δG, δB) = (1, 1) and

s(G) = C’, or (ii) ‘(δG, δB) = (0, 0) and s(B) = C’. The former scenario corresponds to the situation

where a majority of players are good and they cooperate with good recipients. In the latter scenario,

a majority of players are bad and they cooperate with bad recipients. There exists a complete

symmetry between two labels, ‘good’ and ‘bad’. We can swap them without changing anything.

Therefore, to break the symmetry we adopt the former scenario. Note that the argument here is

theoretically equivalent to restricting our attention to action rules that cooperate with good players,

s(G) = C, in the main text.

In summary, we have obtained (δG, δB) = (1, 1) and s(G) = C. These equations can be rewritten

as s(G) = C, n(G, C) = G, and n(B, s(B)) = G.

2.2 Evolutionary stability

Let us now search for the combination (s, n) that satisfies the ES criterion. Remember that if

s is the unique best response to itself (meaning s is a strict Nash equilibrium), then the action

rule s is evolutionarily stable. This fact enables us to search for evolutionarily stable strategies by

using dynamic optimization. Below we will derive the best response, that is, the action rule which

maximizes player’s payoff, under the assumption that the other players adopt s and that the social

norm of the population is n.
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Imagine a monomorphic population of (s, n) that satisfies s(G) = C, n(G, C) = G, and n(B, s(B)) =

G. Let WI,J denote the maximum payoff that a player, currently having reputation I (= G or B) and

being matched with a player with reputation J (= G or B), can gain from this interaction to future.

Also let us define the cost function, ξ, and the benefit function, η, of each action, X, as follows:

X ξ[X] η[X]

C c b
D 0 0
P α −β

The Bellman equation31 (also called dynamic programming equation32) of WI,J is given by

WI,J = max
X=C,D,P

[
1

2

{
−ξ[X] + ωW(1−µ)n(J,X)+µn(J,X),(1−µ)G+µB

}
+

1

2

{
η[s(I)] + ωWI,(1−µ)G+µB

}]
. (5)

Here we use the notation, G = B, and B = G. We have also introduced the convenient notation,

Wy1G+y2B, z1G+z2B ≡ y1z1WG,G + y1z2WG,B + y2z1WB,G + y2z2WB,B. Inside the first curly bracket on

the r.h.s. of eq.(5) is the sum of the cost that a focal player pays as a donor and the benefit he gains

in the future. By taking the action X, the donor’s reputation changes to n(J, X) with probability

1− µ, and to n(J, X) with probability µ. This is represented as (1− µ)n(J, X) + µn(J, X) in eq.(5).

His opponent in the next round is randomly sampled from the population. Since the fraction of good

players in the population is g∗ = 1 − µ (eq.(4)), his next opponent is good with probability 1 − µ

and bad with probability µ, leading to (1 − µ)G + µB in eq.(5). Inside the second curly bracket is

the sum of the benefit he gains as a recipient and his future benefit. Because the reputation of a

recipient remains unchanged after a game interaction, and because his next opponent is randomly

sampled from the population, his future benefit is calculated as WI,(1−µ)G+µB, discounted by ω. The

factors 1/2 represent the fact that one acts either as a donor or as a recipient with equal probability.

It is easy to see that the solution of the maximization problem in eq.(5) is independent of I. Thus

the best response to s, denoted by s∗, is

s∗(J) = arg max
X=C,D,P

[
1

2

{
−ξ[X] + ωW(1−µ)n(J,X)+µn(J,X),(1−µ)G+µB

}]
(6)

for J = G, B.
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Solving eq.(6) is straightforward. First, let us define the ‘advantage of being a good player’,

denoted by v, as

v ≡ WG,(1−µ)G+µB − WB,(1−µ)G+µB. (7)

This is easily calculated from eq.(5) as

v = WG,(1−µ)G+µB − WB,(1−µ)G+µB

=
1

2

{
η[s(G)] − η[s(B)] + ω

(
WG,(1−µ)G+µB − WB,(1−µ)G+µB

)}
=

1

2
{η[s(G)] − η[s(B)] + ωv} .

(8)

Thus we obtain

v =
η[s(G)] − η[s(B)]

2 − ω
. (9)

Observe that eq.(6) is rewritten as

s∗(J) =


arg max

X=C,D,P

[
1

2

{
−ξ[X] + ωW(1−µ)G+µB,(1−µ)G+µB

}]
(if n(J, X) = G)

arg max
X=C,D,P

[
1

2

{
−ξ[X] + ωW(1−µ)B+µG,(1−µ)G+µB

}]
(if n(J, X) = B)

=


arg max

X=C,D,P

[
1

2

{
−ξ[X] + ωW(1−2µ)G−(1−2µ)B+(1−µ)B+µG,(1−µ)G+µB

}]
(if n(J, X) = G)

arg max
X=C,D,P

[
1

2

{
−ξ[X] + ωW(1−µ)B+µG,(1−µ)G+µB

}]
(if n(J, X) = B)

= arg max
X=C,D,P

[
1

2

{
− ξ[X] + ω{(1 − 2µ)(WG,(1−µ)G+µB − WB,(1−µ)G+µB)χG[n(J, X)]

+ W(1−µ)B+µG,(1−µ)G+µB}
}]

= arg max
X=C,D,P

[
1

2
{−ξ[X] + ωq · vχG[n(J, X)]} +

ω

2
W(1−µ)B+µG,(1−µ)G+µB

]
= arg max

X=C,D,P

[
1

2
{−ξ[X] + ωq · vχG[n(J, X)]}

]
,

(10)

where χG[G] = 1 and χG[B] = 0. Thus, the maximization problem is deduced to finding the action

X (X = C, D, P) that maximizes −ξ[X] + ωq · vχG[n(J, X)]. The first term, −ξ[X], represents the

immediate cost of action X. The second term, ωq ·vχG[n(J, X)], represents the future benefit through
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becoming a good player via action X, which is vχG[n(J, X)], multiplied by the discounting factor ω

and the social resolution, q = 1 − 2µ. Hence we are able to derive s∗(G) and s∗(B).

For each combination of (s, n) that satisfies the CO criterion, we derive the best response s∗

in the way described above. We do not consider the ungeneric case where the best response is not

unique. The ES criterion is satisfied, if and only if s∗ = s holds.

3 Result of the search

In order to describe the combination of (s, n) that satisfies both the CO and ES criteria we use the

following notation:

norm G B

C n(G, C) n(B, C)
D n(G, D) n(B, D)
P n(G, P) n(B, P)

action rule s(G) s(B)

The average total payoff in the population is given by W(1−µ)G+µB,(1−µ)G+µB. All the results in the

main text are obtained by taking the limit ω ↑ 1. Note that the asterisks in the tables below represent

wild-cards: they can be either G or B.

3.1 Cost of punishment is smaller than cost of cooperation

If α < c then the following (s, n) pairs satisfy both the CO and the ES criteria:

norm G B

C G ∗
D B G
P B ∗

action rule C D

ESS condition: ωqb > (2 − ω)c

Average payoff:
1

2

[
(1 − µ)

b − c

1 − ω

]

norm G B

C G ∗
D B B
P B G

action rule C P

ESS condition: ωq(b + β) > (2 − ω)c

Average payoff:
1

2

[
(1 − µ)

b − c

1 − ω
− µ

α + β

1 − ω

]

The average payoff is lower if the action rule uses costly punishment, P, but the ESS condition is less

restrictive.
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3.2 Cost of punishment is larger than cost of cooperation

If α > c then the following (s, n) pairs satisfy both the CO and the ES criteria:

norm G B

C G ∗
D B G
P ∗ ∗

action rule C D

ESS condition: ωqb > (2 − ω)c

Average payoff:
1

2

[
(1 − µ)

b − c

1 − ω

]

norm G B

C G B
D B B
P ∗ G

action rule C P

ESS condition: ωq(b + β) > (2 − ω)α

Average payoff:
1

2

[
(1 − µ)

b − c

1 − ω
− µ

α + β

1 − ω

]

Again, the average payoff is lower if the action rule uses costly punishment, P.

3.3 Classification of social norms

Brandt & Sigmund12 have classified social norms according to the amount of information that is used

when updating a player’s reputation. Norms with ‘first-order assessment’ use only the action of the

donor. For example, it might be good to cooperate and bad to defect. Norms with ‘second-order

assessment’ use the action of the donor and the reputation of the recipient. For example, it might

be good to cooperate with good recipients, but bad to cooperate with bad recipients. Norms with

‘third-order assessment’ use (i) the action of the donor, (ii) the reputation of the recipient and (iii)

the reputation of the donor. Supplementary Table 1 summarizes these three classes. Our present

study considers norms with first and second order assessment. We find that second order assessment

is necessary for evolutionary stability of cooperation in our analysis. Any social norm that stabilizes

cooperation must take into account the donor’s action and the recipient’s reputation.

Most studies of indirect reciprocity so far have focused on games without punishment (but see

reference 4). In this case, players choose either cooperation (C) or defection (D). A well-known social

norm of first-order assessment is scoring (Supplementary Table 2), which always regards coopera-

tion as a good action and defection as a bad action, irrespective of the recipient’s and the donor’s

reputations.
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Supplementary Table 1: Information used by different classes of social norms

social norm donor’s action (X) recipient’s reputation (J) donor’s reputation (I)

1st order assessment yes no no
2nd order assessment yes yes no
3rd order assessment yes yes yes

Supplementary Table 2 shows three examples of second-order social norms. Under ‘simple-

standing’, only defection against a good recipient leads to a bad reputation, while every other

behavior leads to a good reputation. Under ‘stern-judging’ (also called ‘Kandori’), a good repu-

tation is achieved by cooperation with a good recipient and by defection against a bad recipient,

while the reverse behavior leads to bad reputation. Under ‘shunning’, only cooperation with a good

recipient leads to a good reputation, while every other behavior leads to a bad reputation. Sup-

plementary Table 2 also shows two examples of third-order social norms. ‘Standing’ differs from

‘simple-standing’ and ‘judging’ differs from ‘stern-judging’, in that a bad player defecting against a

bad player remains bad. For references see references 10,13,17, and 33.

Supplementary Table 2: Examples of social norms. X represents the donor’s action. I and J
denote, respectively, the donor’s and the recipient’s reputation.

order social norm
HHH

HHHX
IJ

GG GB BG BB

1st scoring
C G G G G
D B B B B

2nd

simple-standing
C G G G G
D B G B G

stern-judging
C G B G B
D B G B G

shunning
C G B G B
D B B B B

3rd
standing

C G G G G
D B G B B

judging
C G B G B
D B G B B
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In the present paper we observe that social norms that stabilize the CD action rule are based

on ‘simple-standing’ or ‘stern-judging’. Social norms that stabilize the CP action rule are based on

‘scoring’ or ‘shunning’ .

4 Computer simulations

4.1 Evolutionary stability and average payoffs

To confirm our analytic predictions, we have run individual-based computer simulations. We study

a population of fixed size, N = 100. Each new player receives an initial reputation, which is either

good or bad with equal probability. Each player adopts one of 9 possible action rules. All players

share the same social norm that is fixed in the population. In any one elementary step of updating,

each individual has exactly 10 interactions with other randomly chosen individuals. Individuals play

donor and recipient on average 5 times each. After each interaction the reputation of the donor is

updated according to the social norm, but with probability µ = 0.02 a wrong reputation is assigned.

In this case, every player agrees on the wrong reputation of this particular player. No private lists of

reputation are considered. (Later we will relax this assumption.) After all interactions have taken

place, an individual is chosen for reproduction with a probability proportional to Pi−Pmin, where Pi

is the total payoff of the individual and Pmin is the minimum payoff in the population. The offspring

inherits the action rule of the parent and replaces another random player. Mutation occurs with

probability ε = 0.01. In this case the action rule of the offspring is randomly chosen out of all 9

possibilities. After reproduction, the payoffs of all players are reset to zero. Thus, older players do

not accumulate their payoffs. Each generation consists of N = 100 elementary steps of updating.

We have run simulations for 1000 generations.

Supplementary Figure 2 shows the frequencies of action rules and the average payoff per round

when b > c. On the left, we study the social norm which is based on ‘stern-judging’. The simulation

result is consistent with our analytical prediction that the CD action rule is an ESS. On the right,

we study the social norm which is based on ‘shunning’. The simulation result is consistent with

our analytical prediction that the CP action rule is an ESS. Comparing these two simulations, we

find that the CD action rule achieves a higher average payoff than the CP action rule. Again this
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observation is in agreement with the analytical prediction.

In Supplementary Figure 3, we study the case of b < c. On the left, the initial dominance of the

CD action rule is not maintained. On the right, the CP action rule remains dominant. The CP rule

is evolutionarily stable because of the large effect of punishment (β = 4). However, the existence of

CP action rule leads to a negative average payoff. Therefore, always defect, DD, would be a more

profitable action rule for the group. All of those observations are in agreement with our analytical

theory.
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Supplementary Figure 2
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Supplementary Figure 2: Simulation results for b > c. The top panels show the social norms that
are being used by all players of the population. The middle panels show the frequencies of all 9 action
rules. The bottom panels show the average payoff per round. On the left, we study a social norm
based on ‘stern-judging’. The initial frequency of the CD action rule is 0.8. The initial frequencies
of the other 8 action rules are randomly chosen. We find that the CD action rule is stable against
invasion attempts by CC (dark blue) and CP (orange). The average payoff per round fluctuates
with its maximum being 2.94, which agrees with our analytic prediction, (1 − µ)(b − c)/2 = 2.94.
Fluctuations are due to stochasticity in the simulation. On the right, we study a social norm based
on ‘shunning’. The initial frequency of CP is 0.8. CP is stable against other action rules. The
average payoff per round fluctuates with its maximum being 2.89, which also agrees with our analytic
prediction, {(1 − µ)(b − c) − µ(α + β)}/2 = 2.89. Parameter values: b = 9, c = 3, α = 1, β = 4,
µ = 0.02, and ε = 0.01.
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Supplementary Figure 3
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Supplementary Figure 3: Simulation results for b < c. All parameters are the same as in Sup-
plementary Figure 2 except that b = 2 is used here. On the left, the CD action rule, whose initial
frequency is 0.8, is immediately invaded by DD (light blue). This observation agrees with our theo-
retical prediction that the CD rule is not evolutionarily stable for this parameter region. The average
payoff is around 0. On the right, the CP action rule is robust against invasion by the other 8 action
rules, although cooperation is non-productive because b < c. The average payoff is negative and
is about -0.54. Hence the group does not benefit from the cooperation that is enforced by costly
punishment.
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4.2 Various types of errors

In this section, we study how different kinds of errors affect our simulation results. In Supplementary

Figure 4, we explore errors in executing the action. In this simulation, a player fails to perform his

intended action with probability eact = 0.02. If such an error occurs, then the player takes one of the

other two unintended actions at random. There are no errors in assigning reputation; µ = 0. We have

found that the robustness of both ESS in Supplementary Figure 2 remains unchanged, although the

average payoff is slightly smaller than that of Supplementary Figure 2. The average payoff realized

by the CD action rule is greater than that realized by the CP rule.

In Supplementary Figure 5, we study errors that occur in the recalling of reputation. As in

the previous setting, all players agree on the actual reputation of each player, but in a particular

interaction a donor temporarily fails to recall the recipient’s reputation. This mistake happens with

probability erep = 0.02. Thus, the donor who commits this error might behave differently toward the

recipient. This one-time error does not modify the actual reputation of the recipient. Supplementary

Figure 5 shows that our theoretical predictions are robust under errors in recalling reputation.
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Supplementary Figure 4
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Supplementary Figure 4: Simulation results when errors in executing action (eact = 0.02) are
possible. There are no errors in assigning reputation (µ = 0). All other parameters and settings are
the same as in Supplementary Figure 2.
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Supplementary Figure 5
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Supplementary Figure 5: Simulation results when errors in recalling reputation (erep = 0.02) are
possible. There are no errors in assigning reputation (µ = 0). All other parameters and settings are
the same as in Supplementary Figure 2.
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4.3 Private reputation

Our analytical theory assumes that everyone has the same opinion concerning the reputation of each

individual in the population. Here we relax this assumption of public reputation and study private

reputation. In the new computer simulation, each player has his own list of the reputation of others.

It is possible that players have different opinions on the same player. In assigning a new reputation

to the donor of an interaction, each player independently commits an error with probability µ.

Supplementary Figure 6 shows the result of computer simulations. Even with a small amount

of errors (µ = 0.02), the stability of both CD and CP is lost. The reason is that a privately

committed error triggers other errors in reputation assignment in future rounds. This accumulation

of errors causes the opinions of players to be completely mixed, which leads to the collapse of the

reputation system. Therefore, when there are no mechanisms to maintain coherence in opinion among

individuals, cooperation is destroyed.

One way to overcome this problem of error accumulation is to introduce ‘communication rounds’

into the model. Between game interactions, players communicate with each other and adjust their

opinions. We assume that communication occurs after every N/2 = 50 game interactions. For each

communication event, we choose three players, i, j, k, at random. Player i asks player j about player

k’s reputation. Player i adopts j’s opinion on k. We allow many rounds of communication. Each

player has on average T chances of asking in communication rounds.

Supplementary Figure 7 shows a typical result for T = 50. The CP action rule can be stably

maintained, but the CD action rule cannot. It is because under the norm on the left (based on

stern-judging), a player with a DD action rule sometimes gains a good reputation, whereas the norm

on the right (based on shunning) always gives a player with a DD action rule a bad reputation. The

result is qualitatively consistent with our finding in section 3.1 that the CP action rule has a less

restrictive condition for evolutionary stability than the CD action rule when α < c (note that α = 1

and c = 3 are used in Supplementary Figures 6-8).

Once the number of communication rounds is increased to T = 100, we observe that both CD

and CP are stably maintained under the corresponding social norms. See Supplementary Figure 8.
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Supplementary Figure 6
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Supplementary Figure 6: Results of computer simulations with private reputation. The error
rate for reputation assignment is µ = 0.02, but these errors occur privately. The other parameters
and settings are the same as in Supplementary Figure 2. Neither CD nor CP is stable.
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Supplementary Figure 7
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Supplementary Figure 7: Simulation results when private lists of reputation are allowed but
players can adjust their opinions through communication. After every N/2 = 50 game interactions,
each player has on average T = 50 chances of asking in communication rounds. Parameters are the
same as in Supplementary Figure 6.
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Supplementary Figure 8
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Supplementary Figure 8: Parameters and settings are the same as in Supplementary Figure 6
but T = 100.
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5 Comparison of different ESS rules

We have found two different types of cooperative ESS rules. One is the CD action rule, which

prescribes cooperation with good recipients and defection with bad recipients. It does not use costly

punishment. The other ESS is achieved by the CP action rule, which prescribes cooperation with

good recipients and costly punishment of bad recipients. Furthermore, the DD action rule always

achieves an uncooperative ESS for any social norm. Here we compare these three types of ESS. The

following result is obtained by taking the ω ↑ 1 limit in Section 3.

There are five parameters in our model: b, c, α, β, and q. For each parameter region we ask which

types of ESS are possible. If only one type of ESS is possible, then this must be DD. If multiple

types are possible, we ask which one leads to the highest average payoff for the population. This is

a concept of Pareto efficiency. We obtain the following result.

(i) If q > c/b, then CD rule is the ESS with the highest average payoff.

(ii) If c/b > q > c/(b + β), CD rule is not an ESS. DD is always an ESS. CP is an ESS for

q >
α

b + β
. (11)

If eq.(11) holds, then the average payoff of CP is greater than that of DD if

q >
(α + β) − (b − c)

(α + β) + (b − c)
. (12)

Therefore, CP is the ESS with the highest average payoff if and only if eqs.(11, 12) hold.

For b > c, it is possible to find a social resolution, q, that satisfies eqs.(11, 12) if and only if the

following two conditions hold:

1 +
β

b
>

α

c
and b + c > α + β. (13)

(iii) If c/(b + β) > q, then only DD is the ESS.

In Figure 3 of the main paper we illustrate the various parameter regions. We find that there is

only a small parameter region where the CP action rule is stable and allows the highest average payoff.

In this sense, costly punishment has only a narrow margin of efficiency under indirect reciprocity.

For higher values of q this margin becomes even smaller and eventually disappears.
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The efficiency argument alone, however, does not imply that costly punishment is unimportant

for indirect reciprocity. A population could be stuck with an inefficient (sub-optimum) ESS for a

long time. In particular, it seems to be complicated to move from a social norm that stabilizes a CP

action rule to another social norm that stabilizes a CD action rule.

One way to select for an efficient ESS of indirect reciprocity is offered by a ‘contingent movement’34

model (for another example of selection of norms, see references 15 and 17). In order to test this

idea, we have designed a computer simulation, where players can preferentially move between two

groups that have two different social norms.

In this new simulation, each group size can change over time, but the total population size is

fixed at N = 200. Initially, each group has N/2 = 100 players. The social norm of group 1 is based

on stern-judging, which makes the CD action rule an ESS. The social norm of group 2 is based on

shunning, which makes the CP action rule an ESS. Initially there are 80 CD players in group 1 and

80 CP players in group 2. The remaining 40 players (20 in each group) have randomly assigned

action rules at the beginning of the simulation.

The simulation proceeds as follows. Within each group, each individual has 10 pairwise interac-

tions; on average 5 times as a donor and 5 times as a recipient. There are no group-size effects on

the number of games one plays. After these interactions, one player (=learner) is randomly chosen

from the WHOLE population. The learner randomly samples a ‘teacher’ from HIS OWN GROUP

with probability 0.8. With the remaining probability, 0.2, he randomly samples a teacher from

the WHOLE population. The learner compares his payoff with that of the teacher. Whenever the

teacher’s payoff is greater than that of the learner’s, the learner (i) imitates the teacher’s action rule

and (ii) enters the teacher’s group and adopts the corresponding social norm. In case the learner

moves to the other group, his reputation is initialized with either good or bad with equal probability.

Reputation is public: no private lists of reputation are allowed.

Supplementary Figure 9 shows the result of the computer simulation. We use b = 9, c = 3, α = 1,

β = 4, and µ = 0.02. For these parameter values, both the CD and the CP action rules are ESS

under their respective social norms. Our theory predicts that the average payoffs in groups 1 and 2

are 2.94 and 2.89, respectively. We find that the group with the higher average payoff (group 1) is
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preferentially selected by players. Eventually all players have adopted the social norm of group 1,

which allows the evolutionary stability of the CD action rule and does not use costly punishment.
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Supplementary Figure 9
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Supplementary Figure 9: Simulation results of our ‘contingent movement’ model. Left and right
panels are for group 1 and 2, respectively. Top panels show the social norm in each group. In the
bottom panels, black lines show the size of each group. Green and orange lines show, respectively,
the number of players with the CD action rule in group 1 and the number of players with the CP
action rule in group 2. Group 1 is increasingly popular, while group 2 goes to extinction around
t = 550. The mutation rate in action rules is set to ε = 0.01.
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Supplementary Methods (continued)

Simulation code for Supplementary Figures 2-8

#include<stdio.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

#include<math.h>

#include<time.h>

const int N=100; // population size (must be even)

const int GENERATION=1000; // total number of generations

const int ROUND=10; // total nember of rounds per generation

const int UPDATE_MODE=2; // updating rule: 1=Wright-Fisher, 2=Moran

const int MODE=1; // simulation mode (see below)

// 1: shared norm, public reputation

// 2: shared norm, private reputation

// 3: private norm, private reputation

//

// action a: 0=cooperation, 1=defection, 2=punishment

// reputation j: 0=good, 1=bad

//

// public norm (for modes 1 & 2) : 0=good, 1=bad

const int PUBLIC_NORM_CG=0;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_CB=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_DG=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_DB=0;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_PG=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_PB=1;

// major strategy at the beginning: 0=cooperation, 1=defection, 2=punishment

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_NUMBER=80;

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_G=0;

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_B=1;

// initial fraction of good players

const double INITIAL_GOOD=0.5;

const int INITIAL_CORRELATION=0; // (for modes 2 & 3) correlation in intial private reputation: 0=no, 1=yes

// communication round (for mode 2)

const int COMMUNICATION=100; // average number of communication rounds per individual

const int COM_MODE=1; // mode of communication : 1=believe all, 2=believe the good

// payoff parameters

const double B=9.0;

const double C=3.0;

const double ALPHA=1.0;

const double BETA=4.0;

// accumulating errors

const double MU=0.02; // error rate in assigining reputation (accumulating; public in mode 1 and private in modes 2 and 3)

// temporal errors

const double E_ACT=0.00; // error rate in executing intended action

const double E_REP=0.00; // error rate in recalling recipient’s reputation (temporal, not accumulating)

// mutation rates

const double MUTATION_RATE=0.01; // mutation rate in action rules (and in social norms for mode 3)

//

// functions

//
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// displaying strategies

void display_strategy(int** strategy)

{

int n, j;

printf("player # : G Bn");

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

printf("player %d : ", n);

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

switch(strategy[n][j])

{

case 0: printf("C ") ; break;

case 1: printf("D ") ; break;

case 2: printf("P ") ; break;

}

}

printf("n");

}

}

// displaying public_norm

void display_public_norm(int** public_norm)

{

int a, j;

printf("-------n");

printf(" G B <-- PUBLIC NORMn");

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

switch(a)

{

case 0: printf("C : ") ; break;

case 1: printf("D : ") ; break;

case 2: printf("P : ") ; break;

}

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

switch(public_norm[a][j])

{

case 0: printf("G ") ; break;

case 1: printf("B ") ; break;

}

}

printf("n") ;

}

printf("-------n") ;

}

// displaying norm

void display_norm(int*** public_norm)

{

int n, a, j;

printf("-------n") ;

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

printf(" G B <-- player %d’s normn", n) ;

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

switch(a)

{

case 0: printf("C : ") ; break;

case 1: printf("D : ") ; break;
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case 2: printf("P : ") ; break;

}

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

switch(public_norm[n][a][j])

{

case 0: printf("G ") ; break;

case 1: printf("B ") ; break;

}

}

printf("n") ;

}

printf("-------n") ;

}

}

// displaying public_reputation

void display_public_reputation(int* public_reputation)

{

int n;

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

printf("PUBLIC thinks player %d is ", n);

switch(public_reputation[n])

{

case 0: printf("Goodn") ; break;

case 1: printf("Badn") ; break;

}

}

}

// displaying reputation

void display_reputation(int** reputation)

{

int m, n;

for(m=0; m<N; m++)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

printf("player %d thinks player %d is ", m, n);

switch(reputation[m][n])

{

case 0: printf("Goodn") ; break;

case 1: printf("Badn") ; break;

}

}

}

}

// calculating frequency of a given strategy

double frequency(int** strategy, int a1, int a2)

{

int n;

int total=0;

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

if(strategy[n][0]==a1&&strategy[n][1]==a2) total++;

}

return((double)total/N);

}
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// displaying payoff

void display_payoff(double* payoff)

{

int n;

for(n=0; n<N; n++) printf("player %d’s payoff = %fn", n, payoff[n]);

}

// calculating average payoff per round

double average_per_round(double* payoff)

{

int n;

double total=0.0;

for(n=0; n<N; n++) total+=payoff[n];

total = total/(double)N;

total = total/(double)ROUND;

return(total);

}

// shifting the minimum payoff to zero

void minimum_to_zero(double* payoff)

{

int n;

double min;

min=payoff[0];

for(n=1; n<N; n++)

{

if(payoff[n]<min) min=payoff[n];

}

for(n=0; n<N; n++) payoff[n]-=min;

}

// generating a cummulative distribution function (cdf)

void payoff_to_cdf(double* payoff)

{

int n;

double total=0.0;

for(n=0; n<N; n++) total+=payoff[n];

if(total>0.0)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++) payoff[n]=payoff[n]/total;

for(n=1; n<N; n++) payoff[n]=payoff[n-1]+payoff[n];

}

else

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++) payoff[n]=(double)(n+1)/N;

}

payoff[N-1]=1.0;

}

int main(void)

{

int steps, total_steps, round;

int l, m, n, j, a, a1,a2, reproduce, pair;

int stack_length;

int donor_action;

int times_of_cooperation;

double average_payoff;

int rd_int; // random variable (int)

double rd_double; // random variable (double)
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double *payoff; // payoff[n] = player n’s payoff

int **strategy; // strategy[n][j] = player n’s action towards j

int **public_norm; // public_norm[a][j] = evaluation of action a towards j

int ***norm; // norm[n][a][j] = player n’s evaluation of action a towards j

int *public_reputation; // public_reputation[n] = player n’s public reputation

int **reputation; // reputation[m][n] = player n’s reputation in the eyes of m

// for donor-recipient matching

int *stack;

int *donor; // donor[pair]: the donor in #pair

int *recipient; // recipient[pair]: the recipient in #pair

int *parent;

int **old_strategy;

int ***old_norm;

FILE *fp;

// file open

fp= fopen("data.dat","w");

if(NULL==fp) printf("error!n");

// seed for a random variable

srand((unsigned)time(NULL));

//

// dynamic memory allocation

//

payoff = new double [N];

strategy = new int* [N]; old_strategy = new int* [N];

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

strategy[n] = new int [2]; old_strategy[n] = new int [2];

}

if(MODE==1||MODE==2)

{

public_norm = new int* [3];

for(a=0; a<3; a++) public_norm[a] = new int[2];

}

if(MODE==3)

{

norm = new int** [N]; old_norm = new int** [N];

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

norm[n] = new int* [3]; old_norm[n] = new int* [3];

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

norm[n][a] = new int [2]; old_norm[n][a] = new int [2];

}

}

}

if(MODE==1) public_reputation = new int[N];

if(MODE==2||MODE==3)

{

reputation = new int*[N];

for(m=0; m<N; m++) reputation[m] = new int[N];

}
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stack = new int[N];

donor = new int[N/2];

recipient = new int[N/2];

parent = new int[N];

//

// ******** initialization of variables (for a whole simulation) ********

//

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

// initialization of strategy[n][j]: 0=cooperation, 1=defection; 2=punishment

if(n<MAJOR_STRATEGY_NUMBER) // for major strategy

{

if(j==0) strategy[n][j]=MAJOR_STRATEGY_G;

if(j==1) strategy[n][j]=MAJOR_STRATEGY_B;

}

else strategy[n][j]=rand() %3; // strategy is assigned randomly to the others

}

}

if(MODE==1||MODE==2)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

// initialization of public_norm[a][j]: 0=good, 1=bad

if(a==0&&j==0) public_norm[a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_CG;

if(a==0&&j==1) public_norm[a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_CB;

if(a==1&&j==0) public_norm[a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_DG;

if(a==1&&j==1) public_norm[a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_DB;

if(a==2&&j==0) public_norm[a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_PG;

if(a==2&&j==1) public_norm[a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_PB;

}

}

}

if(MODE==3)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

// initialization of norm[n][a][j]: 0=good, 1=bad

norm[n][a][j]=rand() % 2; // good or bad is randomly assigned

}

}

}

}

//

// ******** initialization of reputation *********

//

if(MODE==1)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

// initialization of public_reputation[n]: 0=good, 1=bad
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if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD) public_reputation[n]=0;

else public_reputation[n]=1;

}

}

if(MODE==2||MODE==3)

{

if(INITIAL_CORRELATION==0) // without initial correlation

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

// initialization of reputation[m][n] (how m thinks n): 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD) reputation[m][n]=0;

else reputation[m][n]=1;

}

}

}

if(INITIAL_CORRELATION==1) // with initial correlation

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

// initialization of reputation[m][n] (how m thinks n): 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD)

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++) reputation[m][n]=0;

}

else

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++) reputation[m][n]=1;

}

}

}

}

// calculating total steps required

if(UPDATE_MODE==1) total_steps=GENERATION;

if(UPDATE_MODE==2) total_steps=GENERATION*N;

//

// ********** start of simulation ************

//

for(steps=0; steps<total_steps; steps++) // start of one step

{

//

// ********** displaying generation & frequencies of strategies at the begininng of generation **********

//

// title

if((UPDATE_MODE==1&&steps % 10 ==0)||(UPDATE_MODE==2&&steps % (10*N) ==0))

{

printf(" | CC CD CP DC DD DP PC PD PP | n");

}

if(UPDATE_MODE==1)

{

printf("gen = %4d |", steps);

fprintf(fp, "%d", steps);

for(a1=0; a1<3; a1++)

{

for(a2=0; a2<3; a2++)

{
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printf(" %2.2f", frequency(strategy,a1,a2));

fprintf(fp, " %f", frequency(strategy,a1,a2));

}

}

}

if(UPDATE_MODE==2)

{

if(steps % N==0)

{

{

printf("gen = %4d |", steps/N);

fprintf(fp, "%d", steps/N);

for(a1=0; a1<3; a1++)

{

for(a2=0; a2<3; a2++)

{

printf(" %2.2f", frequency(strategy,a1,a2));

fprintf(fp, " %f", frequency(strategy,a1,a2));

}

}

}

}

}

//

// ******** initialization of variables (for each generation) ********

//

if((UPDATE_MODE==1)||(UPDATE_MODE==2&&steps % N==0))

{

times_of_cooperation=0;

average_payoff=0.0;

}

//

// ******** initialization of variables (for each step) ********

//

for(n=0; n<N; n++) payoff[n]=0.0;

for(round=0; round<ROUND; round++) // start of one round

{

//

// ******** donor-recipient pair matching ********

//

for(n=0; n<N; n++) stack[n]=n;

stack_length=N;

for(pair=0; pair<N/2; pair++)

{

rd_int = rand() % stack_length;

donor[pair]=stack[rd_int];

stack[rd_int]=stack[stack_length-1];

stack_length--;

rd_int = rand() % stack_length;

recipient[pair]=stack[rd_int];

stack[rd_int]=stack[stack_length-1];

stack_length--;

}

//

// ******** a game in each pair ********
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//

for(pair=0; pair<N/2; pair++)

{

//

// ******** a giving game and payoff calculation ********

//

// error in recalling recipient’s reputation

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<E_REP) // if error occurs

{

if(MODE==1) donor_action=strategy[donor[pair]][1-public_reputation[recipient[pair]]];

if(MODE==2||MODE==3) donor_action=strategy[donor[pair]][1-reputation[donor[pair]][recipient[pair]]];

}

else // if error does not occur

{

if(MODE==1) donor_action=strategy[donor[pair]][public_reputation[recipient[pair]]];

if(MODE==2||MODE==3) donor_action=strategy[donor[pair]][reputation[donor[pair]][recipient[pair]]];

}

// error in executing intended action

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<E_ACT) // if error occurs

{

// one of the other two actions is taken randomly

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<0.5) donor_action = (donor_action + 1) % 3;

else donor_action = (donor_action + 2) % 3;

}

if(donor_action==0) times_of_cooperation++;

switch(donor_action)

{

case 0: payoff[donor[pair]]-=C; payoff[recipient[pair]]+=B; break;

case 1: break;

case 2: payoff[donor[pair]]-=ALPHA; payoff[recipient[pair]]-=BETA; break;

}

//

// ******** start of updating reputation********

//

if(MODE==1)

{

public_reputation[donor[pair]]=public_norm[donor_action][public_reputation[recipient[pair]]];

// error in assignment

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MU)

{

public_reputation[donor[pair]]=1-public_reputation[donor[pair]];

}

}

if(MODE==2)

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++)

{

reputation[m][donor[pair]]=public_norm[donor_action][reputation[m][recipient[pair]]];

// error in assignment

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MU)

{

reputation[m][donor[pair]]=1-reputation[m][donor[pair]];

}

}

}
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if(MODE==3)

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++)

{

reputation[m][donor[pair]]=norm[m][donor_action][reputation[m][recipient[pair]]];

// error in assignment

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MU)

{

reputation[m][donor[pair]]=1-reputation[m][donor[pair]];

}

}

}

} // end of game for each pair

//

// ***** communication round *****

//

if(MODE==2)

{

for(j=0; j<N*COMMUNICATION; j++)

{

l = rand() % N;

m= rand() % N;

n= rand() % N;

if(COM_MODE==1)

{

reputation[l][n] = reputation[m][n]; // l immitates m’s opinion on n

}

if(COM_MODE==2)

{

if(reputation[l][m] == 0) reputation[l][n] = reputation [m][n];

// l immitates m’s opinion on n, only when l thinks m is good

}

}

}

} //end of one step

average_payoff+=average_per_round(payoff);

//

// displaying C% and average payoff per generation

//

if(UPDATE_MODE==1)

{

printf(" | C%% = %5.3f", (double)times_of_cooperation/(ROUND*N/2));

fprintf(fp, " %f", (double)times_of_cooperation/(ROUND*N/2));

printf(" | payoff = %6.2fn", average_payoff);

fprintf(fp, " %fn", average_payoff);

}

if(UPDATE_MODE==2&&steps % N==N-1)

{

printf(" | C%% = %5.3f", (double)times_of_cooperation/(ROUND*N*N/2));

fprintf(fp, " %f", (double)times_of_cooperation/(ROUND*N*N/2));

printf(" | payoff = %6.2fn", (double)average_payoff/N);

fprintf(fp, " %fn", (double)average_payoff/N);

}

//
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// reproduction

//

minimum_to_zero(payoff);

payoff_to_cdf(payoff);

if(UPDATE_MODE==1) // Wright-Fisher process

{

//

// choosing a parent proportionally to payoff

//

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

rd_double=(double)rand()/RAND_MAX;

parent[n]=0;

while(rd_double>payoff[parent[n]])

{

parent[n]++;

}

}

//

// input to old_strategy and old_norm

//

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

old_strategy[n][j]=strategy[n][j];

}

}

if(MODE==3)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

old_norm[n][a][j]=norm[n][a][j];

}

}

}

}

//

// ********** inheritance of strategy & norm **********

//

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

strategy[n][j]=old_strategy[parent[n]][j];

}

if(MODE==3)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

norm[n][a][j]=old_norm[parent[n]][a][j];

}

}
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}

// mutation

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MUTATION_RATE)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) strategy[n][j]=rand() % 3;

if(MODE==3)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) norm[n][a][j]=rand() % 2;

}

}

}

}

// assigning a new reputation to offspring

if(MODE==1)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

// initialization of public_reputation[n]: 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD) public_reputation[n]=0;

else public_reputation[n]=1;

}

}

if(MODE==2||MODE==3)

{

if(INITIAL_CORRELATION==0) // without initial correlation

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

// initialization of reputation[m][n] (how m thinks n): 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD) reputation[m][n]=0;

else reputation[m][n]=1;

}

}

}

if(INITIAL_CORRELATION==1) // with initial correlation

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

// initialization of reputation[m][n] (how m thinks n): 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD)

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++) reputation[m][n]=0;

}

else

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++) reputation[m][n]=1;

}

}

}

}

}

if(UPDATE_MODE==2) // Moran process

{

// chosing a dying individual (n)

n=rand() % N;

// choosing a parent proportionally to payoff (reproduce)

rd_double=(double)rand()/RAND_MAX;

reproduce=0;
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while(rd_double>payoff[reproduce]) reproduce++;

//

// ********** inheritance of strategy & norm **********

//

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

strategy[n][j]=strategy[reproduce][j];

}

if(MODE==3)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

norm[n][a][j]=norm[reproduce][a][j];

}

}

}

// mutation

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MUTATION_RATE)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) strategy[n][j]=rand() % 3;

if(MODE==3)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) norm[n][a][j]=rand() % 2;

}

}

}

// assigning a new reputation to the new-born

if(MODE==1)

{

// initialization of public_reputation[n]: 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD) public_reputation[n]=0;

else public_reputation[n]=1;

}

if(MODE==2||MODE==3)

{

if(INITIAL_CORRELATION==0) // without initial correlation

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++)

{

// initialization of reputation[m][n] (how m thinks n): 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD) reputation[m][n]=0;

else reputation[m][n]=1;

}

}

if(INITIAL_CORRELATION==1) // with initial correlation

{

// initialization of reputation[m][n] (how m thinks n): 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD)

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++) reputation[m][n]=0;

}

else

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++) reputation[m][n]=1;

}

}

}
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}

} // end of simulation

if(MODE==1||MODE==2) display_public_norm(public_norm);

// closing the file

fclose(fp);

//

// deleting dynamic memory

//

delete[] payoff;

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

delete[] strategy[n]; delete[] old_strategy[n];

}

delete[] strategy; delete[] old_strategy;

if(MODE==1||MODE==2)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++) delete[] public_norm[a];

delete[] public_norm;

}

if(MODE==3)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

delete[] norm[n][a]; delete[] old_norm[n][a];

}

delete[] norm[n]; delete[] old_norm[n];

}

delete[] norm; delete[] old_norm;

}

if(MODE==1) delete[] public_reputation;

if(MODE==2||MODE==3)

{

for(m=0; m<N; m++) delete[] reputation[m];

delete[] reputation;

}

delete[] stack;

delete[] donor;

delete[] recipient;

delete[] parent;

}
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Simulation code for Supplementary Figure 9

#include<stdio.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

#include<math.h>

#include<time.h>

const int N=200; // total population size (must be even)

const int GENERATION=1000; // total number of generations

const int ROUND=10; // total number of rounds per generation (must be even)

const int UPDATE_MODE=2; // updating rule: 2=Moran

const int MODE=1; // simulation mode: 1=shared norm, public reputation

//

// action a: 0=cooperation, 1=defection, 2=punishment

// reputation j: 0=good, 1=bad

//

// public norm of subpopulation_0 : 0=good, 1=bad

const int PUBLIC_NORM_0_CG=0;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_0_CB=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_0_DG=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_0_DB=0;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_0_PG=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_0_PB=1;

// public norm of subpopulation_1 : 0=good, 1=bad

const int PUBLIC_NORM_1_CG=0;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_1_CB=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_1_DG=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_1_DB=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_1_PG=1;

const int PUBLIC_NORM_1_PB=0;

// major strategy at the beginning in subpopulation_0: 0=cooperation, 1=defection, 2=punishment

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_0_NUMBER=80;

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_0_G=0;

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_0_B=1;

// major strategy at the beginning in subpopulation_1: 0=cooperation, 1=defection, 2=punishment

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_1_NUMBER=80;

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_1_G=0;

const int MAJOR_STRATEGY_1_B=2;

// initial fraction of good players

const double INITIAL_GOOD=0.5;

// payoff parameters

const double B=9.0;

const double C=3.0;

const double ALPHA=1.0;

const double BETA=4.0;

// probability of in_group imitation

const double IN_GROUP=0.8;

// accumulating errors

const double MU=0.02; // error rate in assigining reputation (accumulating; public in mode 1 and private in modes 2 and 3)

// temporal errors

const double E_ACT=0.00; // error rate in executing intended action

const double E_REP=0.00; // error rate in recalling recipient’s reputation (temporal, not accumulating)

// mutation rates

const double MUTATION_RATE=0.01; // mutation rate in action rules
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int main(void)

{

int round, steps, total_steps;

int g, n, a, j, pair, player_donor, player_recipient, learn_g, learn_n, teach_g, teach_n;

int stack_length;

int donor_action;

int rd_int; // random variable (int)

int group_size[2]; // group_size[g] = the size of subpopulation g

int count_major_0, count_major_1;

double **payoff; // payoff[g][n] = in group g, player n’s payoff

int ***strategy; // strategy[g][n][j] = in group g, player n’s action towards j

int ***public_norm; // public_norm[g][a][j] = in group g, evaluation of action a towards j

int **public_reputation; // public_reputation[g][n] = in group g, player n’s public reputation

// for donor-recipient matching

int *stack;

int *donor; // donor[pair]: the donor in #pair

int *recipient; // recipient[pair]: the recipient in #pair

FILE *fp;

// file open

fp= fopen("data.dat","w");

if(NULL==fp) printf("error!n");

// seed for a random variable

srand((unsigned)time(NULL));

//

// dynamic memory allocation

//

payoff = new double* [2];

for(g=0; g<2; g++) payoff[g] = new double [N];

strategy = new int** [2];

for(g=0; g<2; g++)

{

strategy[g] = new int* [N];

for(n=0; n<N; n++) strategy[g][n] = new int [2];

}

public_norm = new int** [2];

for(g=0; g<2; g++)

{

public_norm[g] = new int* [3];

for(a=0; a<3; a++) public_norm[g][a] = new int [2];

}

public_reputation = new int* [2];

for(g=0; g<2; g++) public_reputation[g] = new int [N];

stack = new int[N];

donor = new int[N/2];

recipient = new int[N/2];

//

// ******** initialization of variables (for a whole simulation) ********

//

group_size[0]=N/2;

group_size[1]=N/2;

for(g=0; g<2; g++)
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{

for(n=0; n<group_size[g]; n++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

// initialization of strategy[g][n][j]: 0=cooperation, 1=defection; 2=punishment

if((g==0)&&(n<MAJOR_STRATEGY_0_NUMBER)) // for major strategy of subpopulation_0

{

if(j==0) strategy[g][n][j]=MAJOR_STRATEGY_0_G;

if(j==1) strategy[g][n][j]=MAJOR_STRATEGY_0_B;

}

else if((g==1)&&(n<MAJOR_STRATEGY_1_NUMBER)) // for major strategy of subpopulation_1

{

if(j==0) strategy[g][n][j]=MAJOR_STRATEGY_1_G;

if(j==1) strategy[g][n][j]=MAJOR_STRATEGY_1_B;

}

else strategy[g][n][j]=rand() %3; // strategy is assigned randomly to the others

}

}

}

for(g=0; g<2; g++)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++)

{

// initialization of public_norm[g][a][j]: 0=good, 1=bad

if(g==0)

{

if(a==0&&j==0) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_0_CG;

if(a==0&&j==1) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_0_CB;

if(a==1&&j==0) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_0_DG;

if(a==1&&j==1) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_0_DB;

if(a==2&&j==0) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_0_PG;

if(a==2&&j==1) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_0_PB;

}

if(g==1)

{

if(a==0&&j==0) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_1_CG;

if(a==0&&j==1) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_1_CB;

if(a==1&&j==0) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_1_DG;

if(a==1&&j==1) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_1_DB;

if(a==2&&j==0) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_1_PG;

if(a==2&&j==1) public_norm[g][a][j]=PUBLIC_NORM_1_PB;

}

}

}

}

//

// ******** initialization of reputation *********

//

for(g=0; g<2; g++)

{

for(n=0; n<group_size[g]; n++)

{

// initialization of public_reputation[g][n]: 0=good, 1=bad

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD) public_reputation[g][n]=0;

else public_reputation[g][n]=1;

}

}

// calculating total steps required
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if(UPDATE_MODE==2) total_steps=GENERATION*N;

//

// ********** start of simulation ************

//

for(steps=0; steps<total_steps; steps++) // start of one step

{

//

// displaying subpopulation sizes (and the number of major strategies)

//

if(steps % N ==0)

{

// counting the number of the initially major strategy in each subpopulation

count_major_0=0; count_major_1=0;

for(n=0; n<group_size[0]; n++)

{

if(strategy[0][n][0]==MAJOR_STRATEGY_0_G&&strategy[0][n][1]==MAJOR_STRATEGY_0_B) count_major_0++;

}

for(n=0; n<group_size[1]; n++)

{

if(strategy[1][n][0]==MAJOR_STRATEGY_1_G&&strategy[1][n][1]==MAJOR_STRATEGY_1_B) count_major_1++;

}

printf("gen = %4d | [group 0] %3d (%3d) : [group 1] %3d (%3d) n",

steps/N, group_size[0], count_major_0, group_size[1], count_major_1);

fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %dn", steps/N, group_size[0], count_major_0, group_size[1], count_major_1);

}

//

// ******** initialization of variables (for each step) ********

//

for(g=0; g<2; g++)

{

for(n=0; n<group_size[g]; n++) payoff[g][n]=0.0;

}

for(g=0; g<2; g++) // start of game interactions in group g

{

for(round=0; round<ROUND; round++) // start of one round

{

//

// ******** donor-recipient pair matching ********

//

for(n=0; n<group_size[g]; n++) stack[n]=n;

stack_length=group_size[g];

for(pair=0; pair<group_size[g]/2; pair++)

{

rd_int = rand() % stack_length;

donor[pair]=stack[rd_int];

stack[rd_int]=stack[stack_length-1];

stack_length--;

rd_int = rand() % stack_length;

recipient[pair]=stack[rd_int];

stack[rd_int]=stack[stack_length-1];
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stack_length--;

}

//

// ******** a game in each pair ********

//

for(pair=0; pair<group_size[g]/2; pair++)

{

//

// ******** a giving game and payoff calculation ********

//

// error in recalling recipient’s reputation

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<E_REP) // if error occurs

{

donor_action=strategy[g][donor[pair]][1-public_reputation[g][recipient[pair]]];

}

else // if error does not occur

{

donor_action=strategy[g][donor[pair]][public_reputation[g][recipient[pair]]];

}

// error in executing intended action

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<E_ACT) // if error occurs

{

// one of the other two actions is taken randomly

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<0.5) donor_action = (donor_action + 1) % 3;

else donor_action = (donor_action + 2) % 3;

}

switch(donor_action)

{

case 0: payoff[g][donor[pair]]-=C; payoff[g][recipient[pair]]+=B; break;

case 1: break;

case 2: payoff[g][donor[pair]]-=ALPHA; payoff[g][recipient[pair]]-=BETA; break;

}

//

// ******** start of updating reputation********

//

public_reputation[g][donor[pair]]=public_norm[g][donor_action][public_reputation[g][recipient[pair]]];

// error in assignment

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MU)

{

public_reputation[g][donor[pair]]=1-public_reputation[g][donor[pair]];

}

} // end of game for each pair

} // end of game interactions in group g

// when group_size[g] is odd, we need ROUND/2 more game interactions in group g,

// in order for each player to play on average 10 rounds of the game

if(group_size[g]>1 && group_size[g]%2 == 1)

{

for(round=0; round<ROUND/2; round++) // here, round means one game interaction

{

// donor-recipient matching

player_donor = rand() % group_size[g];
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player_recipient = player_donor;

while(player_recipient==player_donor)

{

player_recipient = rand() % group_size[g];

}

//

// ******** a game between the donor and the recipient ********

//

// error in recalling recipient’s reputation

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<E_REP) // if error occurs

{

donor_action=strategy[g][player_donor][1-public_reputation[g][player_recipient]];

}

else // if error does not occur

{

donor_action=strategy[g][player_donor][public_reputation[g][player_recipient]];

}

// error in executing intended action

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<E_ACT) // if error occurs

{

// one of the other two actions is taken randomly

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<0.5) donor_action = (donor_action + 1) % 3;

else donor_action = (donor_action + 2) % 3;

}

switch(donor_action)

{

case 0: payoff[g][player_donor]-=C; payoff[g][player_recipient]+=B; break;

case 1: break;

case 2: payoff[g][player_donor]-=ALPHA; payoff[g][player_recipient]-=BETA; break;

}

//

// ******** start of updating reputation********

//

public_reputation[g][player_donor]=public_norm[g][donor_action][public_reputation[g][player_recipient]];

// error in assignment

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MU)

{

public_reputation[g][player_donor]=1-public_norm[g][donor_action][public_reputation[g][player_recipient]];

}

} // end of one matching

} // end of if

} // end of g loop

//

// reproduction

//

// (1) a random player (=learner) is chosen from the population

// (2) with probability IN_GROUP, he samples a random player (=teacher) from his subpopulation

// with the ramaining probability, he samples a random player (=teacher) from the whole popultion

// (3) he compares his payoff with that of a chosen player

// (4) if the chosen player has the higher payoff, he imitates the action rule and the group of the chosen player

// (5) in case he moves to the other subpopulation, his reputation there is initialized randomly

//

// (1) choosing who is a learner
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n = rand() % N;

if(n<group_size[0])

{

learn_g=0;

learn_n=n;

}

else

{

learn_g=1;

learn_n=n-group_size[0];

}

// in group learn_g, player learn_n is a learner

// (2) sampling a teacher

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<IN_GROUP)

{

teach_g = learn_g;

teach_n = rand() % group_size[learn_g];

}

else

{

n = rand() % N;

if(n<group_size[0])

{

teach_g=0;

teach_n=n;

}

else

{

teach_g=1;

teach_n=n-group_size[0];

}

}

// in group teach_g, player teach_n is teacher

// (3) payoff comparison

if(payoff[teach_g][teach_n]>payoff[learn_g][learn_n])

{

// (4)(5) mimicing strategy and group

if(teach_g == learn_g) // if a learner mimics a teacher in his subpopulation

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) strategy[learn_g][learn_n][j] = strategy[teach_g][teach_n][j];

// mutation

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MUTATION_RATE)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) strategy[learn_g][learn_n][j]=rand() % 3;

}

}

else // if a learner mimics a teacher in the other subpopulation

{

// in teacher’s group, a new player is created

for(j=0; j<2; j++) strategy[teach_g][group_size[teach_g]][j] = strategy[teach_g][teach_n][j];

// mutation

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<MUTATION_RATE)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) strategy[teach_g][group_size[teach_g]][j]=rand() % 3;

}

if((double)rand()/RAND_MAX<=INITIAL_GOOD) public_reputation[teach_g][group_size[teach_g]] = 0;

else public_reputation[teach_g][group_size[teach_g]] = 1;

group_size[teach_g]++;

// in learner’s group, the learner is replaced with player group_size[learn_g]-1
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if(group_size[learn_g] >1)

{

if(learn_n!=group_size[learn_g]-1)

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) strategy[learn_g][learn_n][j] = strategy[learn_g][group_size[learn_g]-1][j];

public_reputation[learn_g][learn_n] = public_reputation[learn_g][group_size[learn_g]-1];

}

else

{

for(j=0; j<2; j++) strategy[learn_g][learn_n][j] = strategy[learn_g][group_size[learn_g]-2][j];

public_reputation[learn_g][learn_n] = public_reputation[learn_g][group_size[learn_g]-2];

}

}

group_size[learn_g]--;

}

}

} // end of one step

// closing the file

fclose(fp);

//

// deleting dynamic memory

//

for(g=0; g<2; g++) delete[] payoff[g];

delete[] payoff;

for(g=0; g<2; g++)

{

for(n=0; n<N; n++)

{

delete[] strategy[g][n];

}

delete[] strategy[g];

}

delete[] strategy;

for(g=0; g<2; g++)

{

for(a=0; a<3; a++)

{

delete[] public_norm[g][a];

}

delete[] public_norm[g];

}

delete[] public_norm;

for(g=0; g<2; g++) delete[] public_reputation[g];

delete[] public_reputation;

delete[] stack;

delete[] donor;

delete[] recipient;

}
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they accrete material as they move about in a 
broader gravitational potential, gathering mass 
through competition with other dense regions 
in the same gravitationally bound region6 (the 
‘competitive accretion’ picture)? Although 
neither hypothesis is amenable to definitive 
observational tests, the dendrogram method 
developed by Goodman et al. has the potential 
to answer this question and to identify the real 
conditions in which stars form. ■

Ralph E. Pudritz is in the Department of Physics 
and Astronomy, McMaster University, 1280 Main 

GAME THEORY

How to treat those of ill repute 
Bettina Rockenbach and Manfred Milinski

A much-needed theoretical analysis deals with whether the principle known 
as ‘costly punishment’ helps to maintain cooperation in human society. It 
will prompt a fresh wave of experiments and theory.

Human societies are built on cooperation, 
especially on reciprocation1 — I help you and 
you help me, or I help you and someone else 
helps me. In the first case, help is directly recip-
rocated by help. In the second, called indirect 
reciprocity, I gain a good reputation and so I 
can expect help when in need. 

But how shall I treat someone with a bad 
reputation? Shall I just refuse help or shall I 
punish this person at a cost to myself? Costly 
punishment can enhance cooperation2,3 
in experiments with human subjects, but 
potentially with no net benefit4: the costs of 
punishment usually, although not always5, 
neutralize gains from enhanced cooperation. 
On page 79 of this issue, Ohtsuki et al.6 describe a 
theoretical test of whether either refusing 
help to or punishing someone with a bad 
reputation might lead to a cooperative soci-
ety. They conclude that, except under certain 
rare conditions, punishment does not produce 
that outcome. 

When you meet someone needing help, you 
can help (cooperate), refuse to help (defect) 
or not only refuse to help but, in addition, 
decrease the needy person’s wealth (punish). 
Both cooperation and punishment are costly 
for you, but respectively create a larger ben-
efit or larger loss for the person needing help. 
Defection is cost neutral. 

How you behave depends on the reputation 
— good or bad — of the needy person, and 
depends upon your ‘action rule’. An example 
is ‘cooperate with someone with a good rep-
utation and defect with someone with a bad 
reputation’ (CD). The reputation you yourself 
gain by applying your action rule depends on 
the social norm of your society. Under the 
norm ‘stern-judging’, for example, you gain 
a good reputation when cooperating with good 
or when defecting with bad, and a bad reputation 

in all other cases. Thus CD always leads to a 
good reputation under stern-judging. 

Another action rule, CP, prescribes ‘cooperate 
with good and punish bad’. Under stern-
judging, with CP you will achieve a good repu-
tation when you interact with someone with 
a good reputation and a bad reputation when 
you interact with someone with a bad reputa-
tion. But under a different social norm, ‘shun-
ning’ (cooperation with good or punishment of 
bad leads to a good reputation), CP will always 
provide you with a good reputation (Fig. 1). 

In their simplest model, Ohtsuki et al.6 
assume that everybody has the same opinion 
of the reputation of another person or has 
the same level of fallibility in assigning an 

incorrect reputation. For such a society, they 
test for each of the 64 different social norms 
(Fig. 1) whether an action rule exists that both 
generates a cooperative society and is evolu-
tionarily stable — meaning one that resists 
replacement (invasion) by any of the other 
eight possible action rules (Fig. 1).

Ohtsuki et al. find that the two action rules 
that induce cooperation and resist invasion 
are those described above — CD under stern-
judging and CP under shunning. Nonetheless, 
the average pay-off is lower if the action rule 
uses costly punishment, while the stability 
conditions are less restrictive.

However, which parameters determine which 
rule is most efficient in the sense of leading to 
the highest average pay-off at equilibrium? It 
turns out that a crucial one is the accuracy of 
assigning the correct reputation to everybody. 
If this accuracy is too low then only a DD 
action rule is efficient, under which nobody 
co operates. If the accuracy is high enough, then 
CD can be efficient. For intermediate values of 
the accuracy, there is a small window in which 
CP can be efficient, as reflected in the title 
of the paper6: “Indirect reciprocity provides 
only a narrow margin of efficiency for costly 
punishment.” 

In a further step in their modelling, Ohtsuki 
et al.6 dropped the assumption that all good 
or bad reputations are publicly known, and 
allowed individual knowledge of reputa-
tions. They found that the stability of both 
CD and CP is lost when there is the smallest 
error in distinguishing between good and bad. 
When individuals start to communicate with 
each other and adjust their assessments of 
everybody’s reputation, the CP action rule 
can be stably maintained. Then, when repu-
tations become even more publicly agreed 
upon through more efficient gossip, both CD 
and CP are stably maintained under their 

Figure 1 | Action rules, social norms and the story of Alice and Bob. Bob meets Alice and learns whether 
Alice has a good or a bad reputation. On the basis of that, Bob may either help (cooperate), refuse help 
(defect) or refuse help and, in addition, decrease Alice’s wealth (punish). How Bob reacts is specified 
in his action rule. Bob’s own reputation depends on how society’s social norm evaluates Bob’s re action 
to Alice’s reputation. The social norm ‘stern-judging’ evaluates coope ration with good as good and 
punishment of bad as bad; the social norm ‘shunning’ evaluates cooperation with good as good and 
punishment of bad as good. Each social norm specifies which reputation to assign for each of the 
6 possible scenarios (3 actions of Bob for 2 reputations of Alice). This leads to 26 = 64 social norms.
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corresponding social norms. Experimental 
studies7 in indirect reciprocity have shown 
that gossip can indeed serve as a surrogate 
for direct observation. But it will take further 
empirical research to find out whether gossip 
is efficient enough to re-establish both CD 
and CP. 

The next question addressed by Ohtsuki 
et al. was which kind of society someone might 
prefer to live in. To this end, they simulated 
one society with CD under stern-judging and 
another with CP under shunning. When indi-
viduals can choose freely between them, the 
CD society — that with the higher expected 
pay-off — is preferred. Thus, the CP rule 
loses to CD when people can choose between 
societies with different norms. 

This last result can be compared with our 
own experimental work with human sub-
jects8. We found that when individuals had 
the choice between a CD-only society and one 
with both CD and CP, they ultimately preferred 
the latter. Compared with a CP-only control, 
punishing acts were largely reduced in the 
CD plus CP society but were concentrated on 
the most uncooperative players, rendering 

them more cooperative. Our experimental 
societies in which CD and CP coexisted 
were more efficient than those with only CP, 
suggesting that they have a more complex 
action rule: respond to good with cooper-
ate, to bad with defect, and to very bad 
with punish. Such a possibility sets a challenge 
for theorists. 

Finally, given that Ohtsuki et al. show that 
the social norm of a society determines which 
action will prevail, another task is to uncover the 
social norms of real societies and analyse which 
action rule to expect. Ohtsuki et al. assume that 
all social norms are equally likely. However, the 
more information a norm requires in order to 
develop, the more susceptible it is to errors 
and the more costly is the information acqui-
sition9. Such restrictions may challenge any 
social norm that otherwise dominates: for 
example, in an experimental study10, the 
subjects had a majority social norm similar 
to shunning that was ‘low observation’ and 
‘memory demanding’. 

Ultimately, study of the joint evolution of 
social norms and action rules under natu-
ral constraints is the goal for the future. 

Ohtsuki et al. have prepared the ground for 
that endeavour.  ■
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As Charles Darwin showed so 
convincingly, the fauna of islands 
provide excellent subjects for 
investigating evolution. The 
creature on the left, Anolis sagrei, 
is a case in point. Jonathan Losos 
and colleagues studied this lizard 
in experimental work, carried out in 
2003, that involved the introduction 
of a predator of this species onto 
six islands in the Bahamas. Six 
other islands acted as controls. 
Losos and colleagues’ aim was 

to test the hypothesis that, 
when organisms experience new 
environments, behavioural change 
prevents the operation of natural 
selection (they concluded that in 
this case it did not). 

Readers can find out for 
themselves what the authors did at 
www.nature.com/evolutiongems. 
The paper concerned is one of 
“Fifteen evolutionary gems: A 
resource for those wishing to spread 
awareness of evolution by natural 

selection”, which from today will 
be available as a collection on the 
Nature website. The “gems” are all 
papers, published in Nature over the 
past decade or so, that demonstrate 
the enduring explanatory power of 
Darwinian natural selection. 

Examples are drawn from the fossil 
record, from extant organisms in 
natural and experimental habitats, 
and from molecular studies. The 
other images here — of (clockwise 
from top left) water fleas, Daphnia 

magna; fledglings of the great 
tit, Parus major; sticklebacks, 
Gasterosteus aculeatus; and a garter 
snake of the species Thamnophis 
sirtalis — provide a taster of the 
subjects of other papers in the 
collection. 

The papers are free to download 
and disseminate, and each is 
accompanied by a brief editorial 
introduction to its context and 
significance. ■ 
See also Editorial, page 8.
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